For the benefit of those who wish to know what efforts have been made, I submit a copy of the minutes of the two meetings so far held.

"First Regular Meeting of the Twentieth Century Club for the year 1891, November 16, 1891. Called to order at 4.30 by Mr. J. Swan, Vice President. Mr. Mathews was appointed Secretary pro tem. As only twelve members were present there was no quorum, and no business could be transacted. The members present proceeded to discuss, in an informal manner, the prospects and plans of the Club for this year, and adopted the following resolutions, as expressing their opinion of methods of work, to be discussed at the next regular meeting of the Club:—

"Resolved:
1. That part of the meetings of the Club shall be devoted to discussions by members of the Club.
2. That some of the meetings shall be open to outside lecturers.
3. That the number of meetings so given up to outside speakers be at the discretion of the Executive Committee, but that the number of such meetings shall be limited.
4. That all members shall be enrolled, and all so enrolled shall, when called upon by the Executive Committee, take part in the discussion.
5. That all meetings be open to all members of the Senior and Junior Classes, but that debating be confined to the members.
6. That copies of these resolutions be placed in the corridor of each building of the Institute, and in the Margaret Cheney Reading Room."

The meeting thereupon adjourned until the next regular meeting called for November 23d.

"Second Regular Meeting, November 23d, 1891. Called to order by James Swan, Vice President. No quorum was present. After a short discussion as to whether the Club should be dropped, or should be reorganized, it was decided to elect temporary officers and effect a temporary organization until a quorum should be secured. The following temporary officers were accordingly elected by ballot: President, James Swan; Vice President, Richard Waterman, Jr.; Secretary and Treasurer, Albert P. Mathews.

"It was voted that, until regularly elected, the three officers should constitute the Executive Committee.

"Meeting adjourned until called by the President."

A. P. Mathews,
Temporary Secretary.

We have at hand two pamphlets in the "International Modern Language Series," edited under the direction of Professor Böcher, of Harvard, and Professor Van Daell, of the Institute. The aim of the promoters of the publication is the advancement of the study of the French and German languages and literatures. There will be four subordinate series, viz.: a Preparatory course for children, and an Elementary, Intermediate, and University series. The first two divisions will consist chiefly of text-books; grammars, readers, etc. The two latter series will contain, besides advanced grammars, etc., texts with and without notes comprising specimens of the chief literary periods in French and German literatures. Many of these works will be preceded by introductions of a literary and historical character which will greatly increase the utility of the books. When published the series will fill a place long vacant among the facilities for a correct study of French and German writers.

Ginn & Co., Publishers, Boston."

A circular has been sent to the Alumni and friends of Princeton calling attention to the need of an infirmary for sick and disabled students. The estimated cost of a suitable building is $30,000.

The students of Wesleyan University, both male and female, are greatly wrought up over a new order issued by the Faculty compelling the young men to get a written permit from the Faculty before calling upon a young lady.

A novel proposition is being considered at Oberlin in reference to the field-day sports. The new scheme is to reproduce the Greek Olympiad with its gaily appareled heralds, javelin hurling, crowning with laurel, and public speaking and singing. The modern events on the programme will be assigned Greek names.